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Sword Art Online Alicization Lasting
Spanning twenty volumes of Sword Art Online, this special boxed set includes exclusive prints and poster featuring gorgeous art
by abec! With two beautiful collector's editions volumes, this boxed set is an absolute must-have for fans of the series!
"This might be a game, but it's not something you play." - Akihiko Kayaba, Sword Art Online programmerWith no memory of how
he got there, Kirito wakes up in a mysterious virtual world, and it's up to him to find a way back home. But with no way to log out
and no idea what kind of land he's found himself in, he's going to need allies! As a new tale unfolds, Kirito's journey through the
Underworld begins!
"There's no way to beat this game. The only difference is when and where you die..." One month has passed since Akihiko
Kayaba's deadly game began, and the body count continues to rise. Two thousand players are already dead. Kirito and Asuna are
two very different people, but they both desire to fight alone. Nonetheless, they find themselves drawn together to face challenges
from both within and without. Given that the entire virtual world they now live in has been created as a deathtrap, the surviving
players of Sword Art Online are starting to get desperate, and desperation makes them dangerous to loners like Kirito and Asuna.
As it becomes clear that solitude equals suicide, will the two be able to overcome their differences to find the strength to believe in
each other, and in so doing survive? Sword Art Online: Progressive is a new version of the Sword Art Online tale that starts at the
beginning of Kirito and Asuna's epic adventure--on the very first level of the deadly world of Aincrad!
Read the novel that ignited the phenomenon! The second day of the final stress test rages on. Lisbeth, Silica, and Asuna push
through the pain as they hold out against the Dark Army. But their efforts fall short as Kirito is captured by PoH, the former leader
of Laughing Coffin! With PoH's twisted heart set on subjecting Kirito to the culmination of several years' vengeance, he prepares to
end him once and for all. But when hope seems lost, a voice cries out in Kirito's heart. The voice of the person he lived with,
laughed with, and fought with for years. The voice of his best friend...Grabbing hold of that light in the darkness, the Black
Swordsman awakens...
The goddess Urd is in danger, and only Kirito and his friends can save her! The evil frost giants have invaded her homeland of
Jotunheim, bringing death and destruction in their wake. The linchpin of it all is the frost giant king's sword-the legendary weapon
Excalibur! If Kirito's crew can make it to the end of the dungeon and pull the sword from the stone, peace will be brought to the
land once more!
COMIC SUPERSTARS MARK WAID AND FIONA STAPLES ARE BACK FOR ANOTHER INSTALLMENT OF THEIR
REMARKABLE REIMAGINING OF AN ICON! Something strange is looming over Riverdale—and it’s taking the shape of a giant
mega-mansion owned by an elusive mogul. Why has he chosen the quaint town of Riverdale, USA as his base of operations? And
how is he going to use the teens of Riverdale High to further his political aspirations? Big questions and challenges await the teens
and townsfolk—meanwhile, a new student has graced the halls of Riverdale High and she’s turning heads in a BIG way! Find out
all the answers to these important questions in the third issue of the biggest comics sensation of the season!
A few months after escaping from Sword Art Online, Kirito is ready to dive into a brand-new VRMMO--Sword Art: Origin. This
game promises to have all of the base features from Aincrad without any of the bad. When Kirito meets a mysterious girl in need of
his help, that theory will be put to the test...
Two years after waking up in a mysterious fantasy world, Kirito and his oddly human NPC friend, Eugeo, continue their quest to
become Integrity Knights--and find Alice, who disappeared so long ago and yet has somehow lingered in the back of Kirito's mind.
Their journey takes them to the Imperial Swordcraft Academy, where they must train to become two of the top twelve seats in the
class to have even a hope of seeing Alice again. Meanwhile, as Asuna desperately searches for Kazuto Kirigaya, she stumbles
across the deeper secret of his new world...
It's time for the "real" SAO--the third floor! Kirito and Asuna are hardly out the door when they stumble upon the start of the Elf War
quest. When they decide to side with the elite dark elf Kizmel, they're set on a path that will push them harder than ever before.
But together, nothing can stop them...right?
A week has passed since the climactic 4th Squad Jam came to an end. Llenn and the rest of LPFM join forces with SHINC to take
on the mysterious "Five Ordeals," a player-versus-monsters challenge that begins at the stroke of midnight! Yet as Llenn and her
friends patrol the area, looking for opponents, the first thing they happen upon is... a cute little talking dog?!
Read the novel that ignited the phenomenon! The final stress test bleeds into its second day. Driven to desperation by the Integrity
Knights' coordinated assault, the Dark Army reveals the ace up their sleeve! Critter, who has been observing the battle from the
Ocean Turtle, has successfully created a gateway into the Underworld and masked it as an invitation to "an open beta test for a
new, unannounced VRMMO." This digital invite bolsters the ranks of the Dark Army by the tens of thousands! Having already been
pushed to her limits, the thought of taking on a fresh wave of bloodthirsty enemies fills Asuna with dread. But just when it seems
like all is lost, two new deities of the Underworld appear to take up the fight: the Sun Goddess, Solus, and Terraria, the Earth
Goddess. And the ones in possession of these super-accounts are none other than Sinon and Leafa!
After the raid is interrupted by Kizmel's sudden entrance, the dark elf tells Kirito and Asuna about the Six Sacred Stones and the
two goddesses living within game. Upon Seven's advice, Kirito visits the game operators for more clues, only to find the shocking
truth behind Sword Art: The Origin!
It's been a month since Kirito and Asuna returned from the Underworld. Together again with Alice, who managed to secure a life in
the real world, it should've been happily ever after...But, as luck would have it, the three find themselves involved in a VRMMO by
the name of Unital Ring, and all their stats have been reset to level one! It's time for Kirito to put his experience to the test in a
genuine Survival MMO!
READ THE NOVEL THAT IGNITED THE PHENOMENON! A year has passed since Kirito and Asuna’s return from the
Underworld. With them is Alice, who has been given a physical body. But their peace is quickly broken when the three are
suddenly thrust into an unfamiliar game, Unital Ring. This new world is a survival MMO that fuses together every VRMMO created
with the Seed program. As soon as it starts, Kirito finds himself with nothing but his underwear. Now, he’s got to challenge a
mysterious VRMMOSVG under desperate circumstances!
In Underworld, a virtual land from which there seems no escape, Kiritomeets Eugeo, an NPC destined to follow his Calling-his life's
goal that must beachieved before he can follow his own path. What awaits Kirito in this new land?
The moment Kirito, Asuno, and Alice were dragged into the mysterious VRMMO "Unital Ring," Shinon was also thrust into the
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online world. After numerous setbacks, she finds herself without friends or equipment, and only a few "Thirst Points" left to her
name. Backed against a wall, she'll need to defeat a terrifying boss monster to survive. Meanwhile, Kirito's group splits in order to
both search for Shinon and defend their home, unaware that a mysterious assailant lies in wait...
Kirito, having explored the latest beta test, has a pretty good idea of what to expect from the newest SAO launch. With Asuna
along, the pair hope to experience the official playthrough together, but there's something about the release that's a little different
from before...Certain unexpected tweaks from the previous version have Kirito and Asuna tackling a flood of puzzles anew!
After three-hundred years of turmoil, a new era begins for the Underworld. A lost child of Vecta, who seemed to appear out of
nowhere, has defeated the Dark God and cemented peace for all the realm. But at the heart of human lands, atop Central
Cathedral, Ronie Arabel, newly promoted to Integrity Knight apprentice, receives foreboding words from Kirito. "War will come
again."
There’s a celebration to be had in the Kingdom of Aldegia, and Princess La Folia invites Kojou to join in the festivities. Reluctantly
accompanied by Kanon, he travels to the palace for the signing of a peace treaty between Aldegia and the Warlord’s Empire. But
suddenly, the palace is attacked by a mysterious monster, and a large-scale terrorist plot is unveiled! And as luck would have it,
Kojou’s caught right in the middle!
Fifty-thousand troops led by Gabriel Miller, aka Emperor Vecta, the God of Darkness prepare to invade the human lands defended
by Bercouli and his army of five thousand. Kirito, still out of commission, is left in the care of Ronie and Tiese. Chancellor of the
dark mages guild Dee Eye Ell also threatens to vanquish the army by launching a large-scale magical attack of her own. And in
the midst of chaos, the one who appears to turn the tide of battle is none other than... Asuna?!
A BRAND-NEW BATTLEFIELD AWAITS! The fourth Squad Jam heats up, with the marriage between Karen and businessman
Fire Nishiyamada hanging in the balance! Despite this, Llenn cares only about settling her long rivalry with team SHINC. She’s
unprepared, though, for a shocking revelation about her battle against them—SHINC has allied themselves with a bunch of
cowards!
The Elf War rages on, with Kirito and Asuna caught in the middle! The forest elves seek the dark elves' Secret Key, but to what
end? Though Kirito tries to stay detached, Asuna can't help being swept along for the ride. Kizmel is supposed to be just an NPC,
right? But then why does she seem so very human...?
Despite being identical, Premiere and Tia are actually polar opposites and-even worse-enemies. After learning of the sisters'
unprecedented potential for world destruction, Kirito and the gang are forced to put their quest on hold in fear of losing their
beloved Ainground and its NPCs. Meanwhile, Genesis, seeking to tap into the twin goddess's powers, challenges Kirito to a battle
for Premiere! Which black swordsman will emerge victorious?!
Everyone knows that any good MMO has an abundance of side quests to complement the main storyline. With that in mind, join
Kirito and friends for a peek behind the scenes across four all-new side stories! The Day Before: Kirito proposes to Asuna in-game
and they begin their life as newlyweds. The Day After: Ever since arriving in ALO with a new avatar, Asuna’s been suffering from
a form of withdrawal… Rainbow Bridge: After conquering the undersea temple, a mysterious conversation between Kraken and
Leviathan sparks yet another adventure for Kirito’s party. Sister’s Prayer: A heartwarming tale of two siblings and their
involvement with the Death Game.
A War Without CasualtiesThe Republic of San Magnolia has long been under attack from the neighboring Giadian Empire's army of
unmanned drones known as the Legion. After years of painstaking research, the Republic finally developed autonomous drones of their own,
turning the one-sided struggle into a war without casualties-or at least, that's what the government claims. In truth, there is no such thing as a
bloodless war. Beyond the fortified walls protecting the eighty-five Republic territories lies the "nonexistent" Eighty-Sixth Sector. The young
men and women of this forsaken land are branded the Eighty-Six and, stripped of their humanity, pilot the "unmanned" weapons into battle...
Sparks fly as the fourth Squad Jam barrels towards its pulse-pounding conclusion. But are they the sparks of romance or high-grade
explosives? With a marriage on the line, Fire is determined to win by any means necessary, and manages to win SHINC’s assistance in
overthrowing LPFM. Meanwhile, Llenn’s team finally meets up with Boss’s crew, but Fire’s squad is there and ready to rumble as well! Who
will emerge the victor?!
While Nezha attempts to atone for his misdeeds, the battle against Sword Art Online's second-floor boss begins! Kirito's uneasy alliance with
the other front-runners seems to be holding, but what will happen when the floor boss corners them? Can Nezha rise to the occasion and
seize a hero's prize?
“This might be a game, but it’s not something you play.” — Akihiko Kayaba, Sword Art Online programmer After Kirito and Eugeo’s brush
with death in their fight against the goblins, it’s back to the Gigas Cedar, the massive tree that Eugeo’s destined to hack away at for the rest
of his days. But Kirito feels a lot stronger now—even the Blue Rose Sword feels lighter in his hands. As he approaches the fearsome Gigas
Cedar with a new “ax” in hand, he realizes that felling the giant just might be within the realm of possibility…
Read the novel that ignited the phenomenon! In the year 2022, gamers rejoice as Sword Art Online - a VRMMORPG (Virtual Reality
Massively Multiplayer Online Role Playing Game) like no other - debuts, allowing players to take full advantage of the ultimate in gaming
technology: NerveGear, a system that allows users to completely immerse themselves in a wholly realistic gaming experience. But when the
game goes live, the elation of the players quickly turns to horror as they discover that, for all its amazing features, SAO is missing one of the
most basic functions of any MMORPG - a log-out button. Now trapped in the virtual world of Aincrad, their bodies held captive by NerveGear
in the real world, users are issued a chilling ultimatum: conquer all one hundred floors of Aincrad to regain your freedom. But in the warped
world of SAO, "game over" means certain death - both virtual and real...
READ THE NOVEL THAT IGNITED THE PHENOMENON! It's back to the drawing board as the kidnapper just barely slips from Kirito's
grasp. The new plan calls for a visit to the scene of the crime so that Asuna can use her scrying art to peek into the past, though what she
learns is troubling to say the least...But before they can act on the new information, the villain strikes again! This time, Ronie and Tiese have
been captured, and their fates rest in the claws of a young yellow dragon...!
????????????????????????????????? ??????VS????????????????????……? ???????????????? ???????????????????????????
???????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????? ????????????????????PoH?????
??????????PoH??????????? ??? ??????????? ??????????????????????? ???????????????? ?????????????Underworld?????? ????????
Subaru has really made a mess of things this time. After getting into a fight with the girl of his dreams, Subaru is stuck in the Karsten estate
with Rem while Emilia heads home without him. Consumed by a sense of powerlessness, he spends his time desperately training--all the
while wondering, "What's the point?" Is there any reason for him to struggle at all? But while he grapples with his inner demons, the Witch
Cult may no longer be content to sit back...

Following a mighty clash, Kirito and Eugeo find themselves separated for the last leg of their journey to the top of Central
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Cathedral. Kirito, forced into an unlikely alliance with Alice the Integrity Knight, continues his climb from the outside, while trying
not to fall to his death. At the same time, Eugeo must face off against the Integrity Knight Commander himself, Bercouli Synthesis
One! Although the journey is nearing its end, they'll soon learn that the cathedral is still full of surprises...
From the illustrator of the Sword Art Online light novel series comes a collection of artwork featuring illustrations from the first nine
volumes, magazines, posters, character designs for the anime, and more!
Sword Art Online, the world's first VRMMORPG (Virtual Reality Massively Multiplayer Online Role Playing Game), may have
started out as a game, but it has since become a matter of life and death for the ten thousand players trapped within. Two years
after game programmer Akihiko Kayaba's chilling declaration--"This might be a game, but it's not something you play"--the number
of players has dwindled to six thousand, and for many, every day is a struggle for survival. Though Kirito has stayed alive by
making a name for himself as a solo adventurer in that time, his life undergoes a major change when he unwittingly joins Asuna's
powerful guild, the Knights of the Blood. What does fate have in store for Kirito, Asuna, and the brave young fighters who are
risking their lives to return to the real world?!
Sword Art Online 18 (light novel)Alicization LastingYen Press LLC
To steal the recipe for the Fairy Mallet and complete their quest, Silica and company infiltrate the Elves and Shoemaker guild. But
Granze, the guild’s leader, is not so easily outwitted—using the Gjallarhorn, a legendary instrument that summons a veritable army
of soldiers to her side, she launches her assault! What’s more, the soldiers are created from old SAO data, and their leader bears
an uncanny resemblance to the Black Swordsman...
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